
Problem 1:

You are provided with a signature, purpose and check-expects for a function definition.
Complete the function design, including template origin comment.

The Natural template is provided for your use if you choose to use it.

(require 2htdp/image)
;; Natural is one of:
;; - 0
;;  - (add1 Natural)
;; interp. a natural number
(define N0 0)         ;0
(define N1 (add1 N0)) ;1
(define N2 (add1 N1)) ;2

#;
(define (fn-for-natural n)
  (cond [(zero? n) (...)]
        [else
         (... n      
              (fn-for-natural (sub1 n)))]))

;; Natural Image -> Image
;; produce an image with img beside itself n times
(check-expect (repeat 0 (square 10 "solid" "red")) empty-image)
(check-expect (repeat 3 (circle 20 "outline" "red")) (beside (circle 20 "outline" "red")
                                                             (circle 20 "outline" "red")
                                                             (circle 20 "outline" "red")))

(define (repeat n img) img) ;stub



Problem 2:

We have weather data collected and stored in two lists:

-One list holds the temperature readings as numbers for each day in degrees celcius.
-The other list holds accuracy measures as Booleans for each day:
true if the corresponding temperature reading was accurate for the day, false if it wasn't.

Using the data definitions below, design a function that
takes a list of temperatures and a list of accuracy measures
and produces a list of only the accurate temperature readings.

If there are more temperature readings than accuracy measures,
the function should keep the extra temperature readings at the end of the result list.

If there are less temperature readings than accuracy measures
the function should ignore the extra accuracy measures.

Examples:
Calling the function with (list 2 -4.5 8.7) (list true false true),
only the 1st and 3rd readings are accurate,
therefore the function would produce (list 2 8.7)

Calling the function with (list 2 -4.5 8.7 9.2 33.1) (list true false),
only the 1st reading is accurate, the second is not and
the remaining 3 numbers in the list of temperatures are included,
therefore the function would produce (list 2 8.7 9.2 33.1)

Calling the function with (list 2 -4.5 8.7) (list false true true true true),
only the 2nd and 3rd readings are accurate and
the remaining 2 booleans in the list of accuracy measures are ignored,
therefore the function would produce (list -4.5 8.7)

Be sure to state any assumptions you are making and show your cross-product table.

;; ListOfNumber is one of:
;; - empty
;; - (cons Number ListOfNumber)
;; interp. a list of Numbers

(define LON0 empty)
(define LON3 (list -4.2 13.7 27.9))

#;
(define (fn-for-lon lon)
  (cond [(empty? lon) (...)]
        [else
         (... (first lon)
              (fn-for-lon (rest lon)))]))

;; ListOfBoolean is one of:
;; - empty
;; - (cons Boolean ListOfBoolean)
;; interp. a list of Booleans

(define LOB0 empty)
(define LOB3 (list true false true))



#;
(define (fn-for-lob lob)
  (cond [(empty? lob) (...)]
        [else
         (... (first lob)
              (fn-for-lob (rest lob)))]))



Problem 3 Setup:

This problem will use the Project example from Problem Sets 6, 7, and 8:

A charitable organization has a logistics centre that manages projects funded by the charity.
A project has a name, an allocation of person-hours for work on the project, a list of tasks
directly related to that project and a list of sub-projects (which are themselves projects)
that this project contains.

A task has a name, a number of person-hours allocated to it and is either complete or
not complete.
                                                                               
The following image illustrates this relationship:

Note that in this diagram, the tall rectangular shapes represent projects with a name and
an allocated number of person hours.  The rounded rectangles represent tasks with a name,
an allocated number of person hours and a completion status (a green/red circle indicates
completed/not completed, respectively).



(define-struct task (name alloc complete?))
;; Task is (make-task String Natural Boolean)
;; interp. a task with a name, allocation of person-hours and completed status
(define T1 (make-task "Task 1" 5 true))
(define T2 (make-task "Task 2" 2 false))
(define T3 (make-task "Task 3" 9 false))
(define T4 (make-task "Task 4" 12 false))
(define T5 (make-task "Task 5" 4 true))
(define T6 (make-task "Task 6" 5 true))

;; ListOfTask is one of:
;; - empty
;; - (cons Task ListOfTask)
;; interp. a list of tasks
(define LOT0 empty)
(define LOT1 (cons T1 (cons T2 empty)))
(define LOT2 (cons T1 (cons T5 empty)))

(define-struct project (name alloc lot lop))
;; Project is (make-project String Natural ListOfTask ListOfProject)
;; interp. a project with a name, allocation of person-hours, list of tasks and list of projects
(define PF (make-project "Project F" 10 empty empty))
(define PE (make-project "Project E" 20 empty empty))
(define PD (make-project "Project D" 30 (cons T1 (cons T5 empty)) (cons PF empty)))
(define PC (make-project "Project C" 15 (cons T2 empty) empty))
(define PB (make-project "Project B" 50 (cons T3 (cons T4 (cons T6 empty)))
                         (cons PD (cons PC empty))))
(define PA (make-project "Project A" 80 empty (cons PE (cons PB empty))))

;; ListOfProject is one of:
;; - empty
;; - (cons Project ListOfProject)
;; interp. a list of projects
(define LOP0 empty)
(define LOP1 (cons PF (cons PE empty)))

#;
(define (fn-for-project p)
  (local [(define (fn-for-task t)
            (... (task-name t)
                 (task-alloc t)
                 (task-complete? t)))
          
          (define (fn-for-lot lot)
            (cond [(empty? lot) (...)]
                  [else
                   (... (fn-for-task (first lot))
                        (fn-for-lot (rest lot)))]))
          
          (define (fn-for-project p)
            (... (project-name p)
                 (project-alloc p)
                 (fn-for-lot (project-lot p))
                 (fn-for-lop (project-lop p))))
          
          (define (fn-for-lop lop)
            (cond [(empty? lop) (...)]
                  [else
                   (... (fn-for-project (first lop))
                        (fn-for-lop (rest lop)))]))]
    (fn-for-project p)))



Problem 3 Description:

Design an abstract fold function for Project. You must include the
signature, purpose, two check-expects, the origin of template statement,
and the function definition.

We have provided this page and the next page for you to write your solution
with a copy of the template on the next page.
You should neatly edit the template provided for your function definition.

The first check-expect should produce a copy of the given project.

The second check-expect should produce the sum of all the person-hours allocated
to only tasks that are NOT yet completed.



(define (fn-for-project                                                      p)
  
  (local [(define (fn-for-task t)
            
            (... (task-name t)
                 
                 (task-alloc t)
                 
                 (task-complete? t)))
          
          (define (fn-for-lot lot)
            
            (cond [(empty? lot) (...)]
                  
                  [else
                   
                   (... (fn-for-task (first lot))
                        
                        (fn-for-lot (rest lot)))]))
          
          (define (fn-for-project p)
            
            (... (project-name p)
                 
                 (project-alloc p)
                 
                 (fn-for-lot (project-lot p))
                 
                 (fn-for-lop (project-lop p))))
          
          (define (fn-for-lop lop)
            
            (cond [(empty? lop) (...)]
                  
                  [else
                   
                   (... (fn-for-project (first lop))
                        
                        (fn-for-lop (rest lop)))]))]
    
    (fn-for-project p)))



Problem 4:

On this page and the next you are provided with a data definition, signature,
purpose, check-expects and function defintion for the TWO functions:
has-teacher? and taught-by.

Refactor these TWO functions whereever possible to use built-in abstract functions.

For full marks:
Your solution must not use the list template at all.
You must provide an orgin of template of comment.
You cannot use the built-in member function.

You do not need to repeat signatures, purposes, and check-expects for either functions.
Provide your solution by crossing out the existing function bodies and
writing your new function bodies.

;; Data Definitons
;; ===============

(define-struct musician (name lot))
;; Musician is (make-musician String ListOfString)
;; interp. the name of a musician and list of names of his/her teachers
(define M1 (make-musician "Bill" (list "Mr. Hartley" "Ms. Chen" "Mr. Dodge" "Ms. Bacco")))
(define M2 (make-musician "Karen" (list "Ms. Chen" "Ms. King" "Mr. Amris" "Mr. Lane")))
(define M3 (make-musician "Tod" (list "Mr. Dodge" "Ms. King" "Ms. Michel")))

#;
(define (fn-for-musician m)
  (... (musician-name m)
       (fn-for-los (musician-lot m))))

;; Functions
;; ===============

;; String (listof String) -> Boolean
;; produce true if t is in los, false otherwise
(check-expect (has-teacher? "Ms. Chen" empty) false)
(check-expect (has-teacher? "Ms. Chen" (musician-lot M1)) true)
(check-expect (has-teacher? "not there" (musician-lot M1)) false)

;template from (listof String) with additional parameter
(define (has-teacher? t los)
  (cond[(empty? los) false]
       [else
        (or (string=? t (first los))
            (has-teacher? t (rest los)))]))



;; String (listof Musician) -> (listof String)
;; produce a list of names taught by t in lom
(check-expect (taught-by "Ms. Chen" empty) empty)
(check-expect (taught-by "Mr. Dodge" (list M1 M2 M3)) (list "Bill" "Tod"))
(check-expect (taught-by "Not there" (list M1 M2 M3)) empty)

;(define (taught-by t lom) empty) ;stub

; template from (listof Musician) with additional atomic parameter
(define (taught-by t lom)
  (cond [(empty? lom) empty]
        [else
         (if (has-teacher? t (musician-lot (first lom)))
             (cons (musician-name (first lom))
                   (taught-by t (rest lom)))
             (taught-by t (rest lom)))])) 


